Ron
Paul
Says
Trump
Administration
Tolerates
Saudi Arabia Beheading 37
People Because It’s Good for
Business
Saudi Arabia recently executed 37 people, mostly Shiites, for
crimes that included participation in a political protest. At
least two victims were under 18 at the time of their “crimes.”
Ron Paul says that President Trump has spoken of “shared
values” with the Saudis, but his real goal is to keep the
Saudis as business partners. Trump has argued that we can’t
offend the Saudis because we make $450 billion in weapon sales
to them – and the US needs their oil. The Saudi war in Yemen
has led to the death of 200,000 people, and 60% of the
civilians who were killed were under 5 years of age.

French Farmers Sue the State
Over Mystery Cow Deaths They
Blame
on
electromagnetic
Fields
A group of French cattle farmers is suing the state over the
mysterious death of hundreds of cows, which they believe are
the victims of harmful electromagnetic fields. The source
could include a transformer, mobile transmission towers and
wind farms that are emitting dirty electric current.

A group of French cattle
farmers is suing the state over the mysterious death of
hundreds of
cows, which they believe are the victims of harmful
electromagnetic
fields.

Local vets are at a loss to explain the deaths.

Stéphane Le Béchec, 51, a Breton farmer in Allneuc, has lost
200 cows
who died of unknown causes in the past three years and is

closing his
business.

He has identified several potentially harmful sources,
including a
transformer, mobile transmission towers and wind farms whose
electric
currents he says blight his land. “I noted that the voltmetre
reacted
strongly when I stuck it in the ground or in water,” he told
Le
Parisien.`

He has filed a legal complaint against “persons unknown” with
the local prosecutor.

Patrick Le Néchet, another farmer in nearby Prénessaye, has
lost 120
cows in similarly mysterious circumstances in the past five
years.

“This week, he found a dead calf by its mother. Sometimes we
find three in one go. We never know what we’ll find,” he said.

“We also have had blind calves with holes in their heads and
deformed
limbs that end up going round in circles and banging their
heads on the
walls,” he added. Others can no longer walk or refuse to be
milked and
produce very little, as well as bullocks that are stunted.

Read full article here…

IRS Gives Satanic Temple TaxExempt Status, But Blocked
Conservative and Pro-America
Groups for Years

For years the IRS blocked tax-exempt status for conservative
groups.
This directly impacted the 2012 presidential election.

The IRS Conservative Targeting Scandal involved:

Hundreds of conservative groups were targeted
At least 5 pro-Israel groups
Constitutional groups
Groups that criticized Obama administration

At least two pro-life groups
An 83 year-old Nazi concentration camp survivor
A 180 year-old Baptist paper
A Texas voting-rights group
A Hollywood conservative group was targeted and harassed
Conservative activists and businesses
At least one conservative Hispanic group
IRS continued to target groups even after the scandal
was exposed
And… 100% of the 501(c)(4) Groups Audited by IRS Were
Conservative

Now this…
The IRS gave the Satanic Temple tax-exempt status.
Via Chicks on the Right:

Well guys, the Satanic Temple is “pleased” to announce that
the IRS
has given it tax-exempt status. Yeah– it’s been identified as
a
“church.” (It’s just as much of a “church” as the Church of
Scientology
IMHO.)

Read full article here…

Seed Company Cancels Cliven
Bundy
Visit
on
Growing
Watermelons Following Threats
Made on Twitter
Missouri: Leftists threatened to ruin the reputation of the
Baker Creek Seed Company, forcing it to cancel a speaking
engagement about growing crookneck watermelon from heirloom
seeds, featuring Cliven Bundy from Nevada. The Leftists say
that the rancher, who had a dispute over paying federal taxes
on his land, was a violent racist. -GEG

Baker Creek Seed Company on Monday canceled a scheduled visit
from rancher Cliven Bundy on how to grow ancient crookneck
watermelons in a desert climate after Twitter mobs started
threatening all their vendors.

Hundreds of leftists — who’ve likely never seen a farm in real
life —
all claimed they were avid gardeners and lifelong customers
and
announced they’ll be boycotting them in response:

Read full article here…

Venezuela: Attempted Coup to
Oust President Maduro by Juan
Guaido, Backed by the US
Venezuela: Juan Guaido who, with the backing of the US
government, proclaimed himself president of his country, but
without the support of Venezuelan citizens, called on the
military to rise up against President Nicolas Maduro. Violence
broke out as National Guard vehicles drove into a crowd of
pro-Guaido protestors near La Carlota airbase. The event may
serve as justification for US intervention.
If America starts a new war, it may leave Venezuela in ruins,
like Iraq, Libya and Afghanistan. In addition, eight million
refugees from Venezuela could seek asylum in the US. Regime
change in Venezuela dos not benefit Americans, in fact,
sanctions placed on Venezuelan gasoline made prices rise in
the US.-GEG

UPDATE: American Quarterly’s Brian Winter writes: “One of
Venezuela’s best journalists reporting that today’s action was
planned for another day, and had strong military support – but
they had to bring it forward because Guaido’s arrest was
imminent, and then the military backed out.”

Pompeo claimed Maduro was ready to flee to Cuba this morning
but the Russkies talked him out of it:

Guaido’s backers got they exact type of footage they wanted to
try and justify foreign intervention – see videos…

Read full article here…

